
tion of previous stages of language standardization processes as accept
abie from a national language point of view. In Croatia, with many as
pects of historization being put aside, efforts are made to move the
standardization basis for a Croatian language several hundreds years
back from the XlXth century, i.e. the time of Croatian TIirics and Vuk
Stefanovic Karad'ic towards the xvnth century, i.e. the time of Bartol
Kacié. The use of historicism is tried to be extended in Serbia with
words such as vaseljena, volseban and other peripherial words, by
means of usage intensity. There can be no doubt that every new polit
ical formation develops a sort of puristic tendency towards the previous
stage, particularly in parts of the lexicon. Sometimes though, purism
does not only have a radical but also an absurd measure as weIl in the
sense that a great number of words, morphological unities and syntactic
structures are proscribed in Croatian, although used for centuries and
presenting a great portion of its corpus, its live corpus. Finally, a certain
number of linguists, just like the makers of mundus verborum in so
cialism, is trying to produce new words and new forms especially in
terminology, in accordance with radical nominalism and radical analo
gism. A very strong dispute was caused in Croatia by suggestions like
zrakomlat or uvrtnlak (earsmasher or winder) to describe a helicopter,
oevrsje (hardened part) for a hard-disc etc. If those attempts continue,
the standard form of the language procured will be so far from its sub
standard and from its nonstandard spoken forms that eleents of diglos
sia could be considered, and the language community could tend to de
velop a linguistic identity and produce partition within itself.

With such characteristics, the language policy in the newly established
states of Europe is in conflict with its own language situation, with so
ciolinguistic standards already achieved, and with legislative standards
on linguistic rights accepted by the EEC countries. With due respect to
the specific newly established positions of language majorities, it seems
to me that full attention should be paid to avoid controversies to grow
into confIicts, and standards mentioned not to be questioned.
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ABSTRACT

Mercator1 Education focuses on the position of autochthonous minority
languages throughout the educational systems of the member states of
the European Union. Founded in 1987 Mercator Education has three
aims: to exchange and distribute information, to build and to maintain a
data-base of documentation and to conduct research. Projects like a
comparative study of differentiation in minority language education and
my own study of policy making with regard to minority languages are
instances of the last category. The current paper provides an overview
of aims, results and future projects of Mercator Education and a de
scription of the design for my comparative study of policy making re
garding minority languages, especially in the field of education and
media.

1 Gerardus Mercator who lived from 1512-1594, was bom as Gerard de eremer in the
Flemish village of Rupelmonde and is nowadays seen as one of the most eminent,
productive and innovative cartographers of bis time, who has changed the world
view. He was one ofthe fITst cartographers marking different place names on maps in
the language ofthe area involved. That's why bis name has been given to Mercator,
the research center and documentation and information network for the autochthon
ous minority languages in the member states of the European Union.



1. MERCATOR-EDUCATION: BACKGROUND, AIMS,

RESULTSANDFUTURE

1.1 Background

The initiative to Mercator has been taken in 1987 by the European
Commission, with the general objective of improving the accessibility
of information and knowledge about Europe' s lesser used languages
and their attendant cultures. In the European Union approximately 10
percent of the population speaks a regional or minority language, like
Catalan, Welsh or Frisian. The number of speakers of these regional
languages ranges from a few thousand people, e.g. Ladin in Italy or
Sater Frisian in Germany, to several millions e.g. Catalan in Spain: over
7 million. For most regionallanguages the number of speakers is some
where in-between, such as Frisian: 400.000 speakers or Welsh: 500.000
speakers. All of the regionallanguages are spoken by a minority in the
state involved. Consequently, the languages concerned have been de
scribed with diverse concepts such as: '(indigenous) minority lan
guages', 'regional languages' and 'lesser used (autochthonous) lan
guages'. The here used term autochthonous minority language (ML)

embraces:

• Unique languages spoken in only one EU-member state, e.g. Welsh in
the United Kingdom, Galician in Spain, Frisian in the Netherlands,
Sardinian in Italy or Sorbian in Germany;

• Unique languages spread over more than one EU-member state, e.g.
Basque, both France and Spain;

• Languages spoken by an autochthonous minority in a particular EU
member state, but which are also the language of the majority in an
other (EU-member)state: e.g. German as spoken in Italy, France, Bel
gium and Denmark, Danish in Germany or Slovene in Italy.

The first European political involvement with the minority languages
dates back to October 1981 when the European Parliament approved
the so-called Arfé-resolution. This enabled the European Commission
to develop a program of activities in order to improve the position of
the minority languages. One of the results of the Arfé-resolution was

the establishment in 1982 of the European Bureau for Lesser Used
Languages, based in Dublin and working with national committees in
the member states. In October 1987 the European Parliament passed the
Kuijpers-resolution on the protection of the languages and cultures of
regional minorities. This resolution asks for action to be taken by the
EC-member states, such as legal recognition for their language minor
ities, wider access to broadcasting facilities and legal guarantees for the
use of minority languages in governmental and juridical affairs. More
over the Kuijpers-resolution asked to "allow for minority language edu
cation to be conducted at all levels and recognize its equitality with
education in the nationallanguage". The last resolution of the European
Parliament in this field is the so-called Killilea-Resolution of February
1994, which asks the member states to ratify the European Charter on
Regional and Minority Languages.

1.2 Aims and Results

The year 1987 saw the birth of the Mercator network, which is struc
tured around four centres, each of them responsible for a specific theme:
Education, media (Aberystwyth), legislation (Barcelona) and general
studies (Paris). Thus, in fact four networks have been created of which
Mercator Education is hosted by the Fryske Akademy in Ljouwertl
Leeuwarden, the Netherlands. The four centres are being coordinated
by the Bureau for Lesser Used Languages in Dublin.

Mercator Education focuses on the position of the lesser used languages
throughout the educational systems of the member states of the Euro
pean Union. In line with the general objective, Mercator Education has
three aims:

• to exchange and distribute information

• to build and maintain a data-base of documentation, and
• to conduct research

on the autochthonous minority languages in educational systems in the
European Union. All educational provisions, public as weIl as private,
and on all levels, are included.



The most important data gathered and published in a printed format are:

• data about organizations concerned with minority languages;
• data about minority-Ianguages courses;

• bibliographical data, and
• factual data about different themes of education itself.

In order to collect these factual data, four special research projects on
minority language education have been carried out so faro Each project
had its distinct research theme, a sub-area of education, viz.:

EMU: on the position of minority languages in primary education. The
individual regional reports and the comparative synthesis report
were published in its definitive form in 1991.

LEMA: on the provision of learning materials for primary and pre-pri
mary education. The report has been published in 1994.

PREP: on the position of minority languages in pre-primary education.
The inventory report, including the regional case reports and an
extensive introduction, has been published in 1994.

EMOL: on the position of minority languages in teacher training for
primarily and secondary education. Both regional and synthesis
reports have been published in 1995.

These four projects were all designed as comparative inventory studies.
The synthesis report resulting from the first project, has given special
attention to the methodological aspects connected with comparative
research.

1.3 Future

In the years to come, the heart of Mercator Education activities will be,
like previous years, the collection, storage and analysis of information
on minority language education. The work on the Mercator Guide to
Organisations will be continued, just as the annual overview of minor
ity language courses. Secondly the bibliographic work will be conti
nued, resulting in a fully revised and more definitive bibliography in
1995-96. The emphasis in comparative inventory study will be in the
next years on updating on the one hand, and on the other hand the de-

velopment of new forms of data collection, specifically devised to im
prove the possibilities for exploration and comparative studies of the
gathered data. In the future the Mercator Education-projects will be of
three different types: topical surveys, regional dossiers and follow-up
inventories. The first ones aim at in-depth exploration of key-issues and
problem areas emerging from the former inventories of Mercator Edu
cation. These surveys will explore a specific issue for all regions con
cerned. The content of the surveys is determined by two elements. First
by the delineation of the issue in the former inventories, and second by
an evaluation of the body of data available as regards its completeness
concerning the specific issue. Such topical surveys will for instance be
applied in the study of differentiation in minority language education. A
comparative study of bilingual education models in the European Union
is one of the new study projects and a comparative study of curriculum
development and innovation for minority language education, is an
other. My scope is, since I have been for more than twenty years a pol
icy maker of myself, directed on the structure and process of policy
making with regard to minority languages in Europe.

2. POLICY MAKING REGARDING MINORITY LANGUAGES

2.1 Background and Questions

The European political attention for the autochthonous minority lan
guages is clearly connected with the felt threat of an unified Europe for
the existence of the smalllanguages and cultures. Concern for the fu
ture of small languages and cultures has not only been expressed in
various terms by the European Parliament and the European Commis
sion, but also among others by the United Nations, the Unesco, the
Council of Europe and the Organisation on Security and Cooperation in
Europe. Many good words have been spoken and written down, but
what is the result of all these political and diplomatic efforts? What is
the impact on processes and structures regarding national minorities in
the various European states? How will Article 128 of the Maastricht
Treaty on the contribution of the Community to the development of the



cultures of the member states in deference to the national and regional
variety of those cultures, work out?

As a matter of fact there is not done .so much research so far on the
question what the policy on minority languages in the various countries
is and especially how the policy making on this topic works out. The
research of Stacy Churchill can be mentioned, just as a study of Van
Rijn en Sieben into the effect of regionalistic movements on official
policy on regions2. In a wider perspective the work of Arend Lijphart
on pluralistic societies and the way of their political organisation can be
mentioned, or the contributions of Norbert Elias to the theory of com
munities3.

The central questions of my study into the policy making regarding mi
nority languages are what the policy with regard to unique and autoch
thonous minority languages is in a number of European countries; how
the process of policy making works out; what the similarities and dif
ferences of the policy making are and what these similarities and differ
ences can explain.

2.2 Comparative Research

2.2.1 Rationale

In my study 1 could have reduced my interest to one language situation,
viz. Friesland in the Netherlands. I think, however, that a cross national
comparative study is preferabie in the case that results can be expected,
with relevanee for the content and extent of the policy with regard to
the minority language at home. Knowledge of foreign solutions and
approaches offers compensation for knowledge to be developed from
expensive or even impossible experiments in search for own answers4.

Moreover a re1ativization of the own aims, measures and organisations

or the finding of altematives can be pursued by a cross national com
parative study.

2.2.2 Selection of Cases

Every cross national comparative study requires a selection of countries
to be investigated.

I reduced the number of the language situations potentially to be inves
tigated to three states, viz. Germany, the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom.

The reason for that reduction can in the first place be found in the prac
tical circumstances in which the study has to take place. Time, spatial
distance, money and language are three essential elements of those cir
cumstances, which generally force to a reduction of the research sub
ject.

Language is of those elements probably the most difficult one. To com
pare implies to translate, because of the fact that comparing is only pos
sible within one language or conceptual system. In this context I men
tion Quin who advances the rather extreme thesis that there is never one
correct way to translate a sentence5. If it is impossible to attribute
equivalent meanings, it is impossible to translate complete1y and coher
ently. In that case there is a relevant question on two levels, in the first
piace on the level of comparableness and translatableness of concepts
from various natural languages and/or administrative contexts, and in
the second place on the level of the different scientific contexts. Every
law student or policy scientist knows his own examples. How to trans
late adequately concepts like 'civil service', 'public private partner
ship', 'Verwaltung', the English concept of 'administration' , the French
concept of 'administration' and Dutch concepts like 'bestuur', 'beleid'
en 'welzijn'. The in the policy science used concepts are cultural con
cepts, translations are therewith principally tentative6.

2

3

4

CHURCHILL, S., 1986; RIJN, J. G. VAN, en C. SIBBEN, 1991.

LI1PHART, A., 1990 (8th ed.); ELIAS, Norbert, 1974.

DEKKER, P., 1989, p. 473.

5

6

RUTGERS, M. R., 1993, p. 117.

RUTGERS, M. R., o. C., p. 117



The limited knowledge of the European languages of the researcher in
this case does also partly explain the choke for Germank speaking
countries and therewith the exclusion of a. o. Romank speaking coun
tries.

However, there is another reason the content more concerning consid
eration to base my choice. Cross national comparative research has al
ways to do with a lot of variables due to the historical, political, cul
tural, administrative and as already mentioned semantic differences. In
that view it seems to be better to choose 'most similar' situations in
stead of 'most different' countries7. In my study not the search after an
identical relation between phenomena in 'most different' countries is
actual, but the search after differences and explanations of deviations
on a reduced field between 'most similar' states is central. Generally
spoken the practical relevance of cross national studies will be greater
with a choice for 'most similar' countries.

Furthermore I have reduced my topic to the unique and autochthonous
minority languages, that is to say those minority languages which are
spoken in only one EU-member state, without being the majority lan
guage in another state8. Those languages can be seen as the most
threatened by the actual developments. As a matter of fact it seems to
be rather surprising that these group cultures are still there and have not
been absorbed by the national cultures.

Concluding I am engaged in the study of policy making on Welsh and
Scottish Gaelic in the United Kingdom, North Frisian, Sater Frisian and
Sorbian in Germany and Frisian in the Netherlands.

As is illustrated by the presence of the four Mercator centres there are
at least four subjects relevant for the position of minority languages:
Education, media, legislation and what can be called all the rest. I con
centrate myself on two aspects: Education and media. The choke for
education policy has everything to do with the aims of Mercator Edu-

Cross national comparative research has not the disposal of an own
methodology. It goes nearly without saying to start with a comparative
analysis of cases. The case study method is highly relevant when study
ing contemporary social phenomena as dynamic processes in their na
tural context. In general, case studies are the preferred strategy when
'how' or 'why' questions are being posed, when the investigator has
little control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary phe
nomenon within some real-life cpntext9. Essential for case studies is the
impossibility to generalize to populations, as a matter of fact case stu
dies generalize to theorylO. The looking for structure in the detailed fin
dings is essential to the case study method11. To find a particular policy
style in coping with minority languages would be a nice result of my
studies.

To be able to compare I need a theoretical framework, without which a
useful data collection, ordination and interpretation should be impossi
bIe.

Policy making is often analyzed with the help of agenda-building theo
ries. Central question of these theories is how the political system se-

2.2.3 Methodology and Theory

cation and therewith the availability of data. Moreover Mercator Edu
cation will simultaneously carry out an analysis of bilingual education
models in the member states of the European Union. Next to that I am
going to dedicate some attention to the media policy of the three coun
tries, as a subject directly connected with the socialization of a lan
guage and of actual importance for the future of a minority language.
Media form for instance one of the paragraphs in the Charter on Re
gional or Minority Languages of the Council of Europe. Moreover the
choke for research on media policy implies an extension of the scope
of the study to at least two ministries a state.

9 YIN, R. K., 1989, p. 13.

10 YIN, R. K., 1993, p. 79.

11 WESTER, F. P. J., 1992, p. 214.

DEKKER, P., o.c., p. 474.

Cornish (UK), Frisian (NL), Ladin (I), North Frisian (D), Sàter Frisian (D), Scottish
Gaelic (UK), Sorbian (D), Walloon (B), Welsh (UK).
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lects the issues to which it pays attention. Getting agenda status is nev
ertheless not the only barrier to pass, to get continued attention is at
least as important. The barrier model, developed by Bachrach and Ba
ratz, assumes support by the public opinion as an essential condition to
have a successful agenda building process12. That assumption has been
widely criticized meanwhile, but if true, what are the possibilities of
powerless groups like the speakers of a minority language to gain such
support?13 Moreover this theory doesn't focus on the non-decisions.
Many issues do not get even agenda status, not because of the fact that
policy makers exclude these issues, but because there is no need of a
policy. This question is closely related with the openness of apolitical
systeml4.

Cohen, March and Olsen developed a model which explains decision
making with help of a garbage can15. In the view of this model an or
ganization can be seen as a collection of choice moments looking for
problems, issues and feelings looking for decisions and situations to
express themselves and solutions looking for issues to be solved and
decision makers who are looking for workl6. In such a structure deci
sions can be seen as the outcome of the meeting of these four streams.
Policy is seen as the outcome of the 'good opportunity'. The translation
of the metaphor of the garbage can to a policy practice however is not
as simple as thought at first sight. And is the policy-making with regard
to minority languages and attendant cultures indeed a question of or
ganized anarchy? Therefore 1 prefer using the recently by Peter Hupe
developed MIPPP-model: a fivefold approach of politics and policyl7.

The five characters stand for respectively motives, ideology, positions,
processes and procedures. Motives caIls attention to what actors in a
process of policy making does move. Positions caIls attention for the

12 BACHRACH, P., and M. S. BARATZ, 1970.

13 EVERTS, Ph. P., (ed.), 1985, p. 57.

14 KOPPENJAN, J. F. M., 1993, p..22.

15 COHEN, M. D., MARCH, J. G. and OLSEN, J. P., 1972, pp. 1-25.

16 GRAAF, H. VAN DE, and HOPPE, R., 1992, p. 195.

17 HUPE, P. L., 1992, pp. 9-25.

question in what context, with whom and against whom actors want to
reach a result. Processes focus on the question what actors come across
during the process and procedures call attention for the question which
approach is being chosen by the actors. Each of the used terms stands
for a specific theoretical dimension: respectively a psychological, an
ideological, a power- or network-, a bureau-political and a procedural
organizational dimension. Each dimension of the model as a theoretical
construction refers to a specific complementary aspect of a policy
building process. The advantage of the MIPPP-model can be found in its
reality approaching plurality. It is a model that elucidates the various
elements of the reality of a policy building process. On the other hand
its holistic character is also its difficult side, but nevertheless I think it
can fulfil my need of a heuristic model.

Within the framework of the MIPPP-model and my central questions, as
mentioned under 2.1, I am aiming at a description of the autochthonous
minority, its history, the cultural, socio-economical and geographical
relations and the provisions in relation to the minority language. The
second aim is the description of the national, political and policy situa
tion. What'§ the actual constellation with regard to legislation, organi
sation, programs, goals and actors. What' s the policy with regard to
education and media: which items are begun or were concluded in the
period to be investigated, what is the background of the pursued policy,
who are the actors, which problems and which goals and aims have
been formulated, whkh arguments have been used, which procedure
and approach have been followed. What is the relation with the policy
in other fields or the policy of other authorities: regional policy or
European policy? How has the course of the policy building process
been?

Who participated in the policy development and in which position?
Which arguments have been used, which goals have been pursued, with
whom has been cooperated or whose plans have been frustrated, how is
the result be seen?

The results of the study will be published in the form of a book over
about four years. In the course of the project, 1 hope to publish about



a.o. the results of the various case studies in the form of some separate
articles.

3. SUMMARY

In the foregoing I have shortly sketched the origin, aims and tasks of
Mercator-Education as wen as the design of my study closely con
nected to Mercator-Education, viz. the policy making regarding minor
ity languages, especially in the fields of education and media and in
three states, viz. Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. I
paid some attention to the problems with cross national comparative

studies and wound up with some remarks on the case study method and

the theoretical base of the study.
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